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Introduction 
This paper continues and applies the joint work [ 151 of B. Zirnmermann-Huisgen 
and the author. For motivation and prerequisites we refer to the latter. Recall that a 
right module Mover an associative ring R with unity is called algebraically compact 
if each system of equations Cie, Xiaii = mj> j E J, with aiie R and mj E IV, which is 
finitely solvable in M*, has a solution. The prefix z indicates that all direct sums of 
copies of M have this property. 
In the first section we characterize right algebraically compact (linearly compact) 
group rings as being precisely those obtained from right algebraically compact 
(linearly compact) coefficient rings and finite groups. Our result includes the well- 
known fact that self-injectivity of a group ring implies finiteness of the corres- 
ponding group [8]; in particular, an alternative proof for the latter is obtained. The 
clue of our argument is the observation that an algebraically compact module MR is 
necessarily JI-algebraically compact if it carries an additional D-module structure 
for some division ring D such that &fR is a bimodule and dimDM is countable (this 
was suggested by [7, Part 1, Lemma 2.1 I]). Since z-algebraic compactness can be 
translated into a manageable chain condition and is thus much easier to handle than 
plain algebraic compactness, this remark is not only useful in the context of group 
rings. We apply it once more in the construction of a right artinian ring which is not 
right algebraically compact, a pathology surpassing that exhibited in [15, Example 
171. Another example shows that, in contrast to the remark above, there are 
commutative semiprimary rings which are algebraically compact, but not X- 
algebraically compact (Example 11). Both examples are trivial extensions of rings by 
bimodules. In Section 3 such extensions are investigated systematically under the 
viewpoint of (X-) algebraic compactness. We establish several sets of conditions on 
the initial ring and bimodule which force (C-) algebraic compactness upon the trivial 
extension. As for the converse: whereas certain necessary conditions are obvious, 
the author has not succeeded in setting up reasonable equivalent conditions. 
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In the proofs ‘(.?Y-) algebraically compact’ is abbreviated by ‘(.5) a.c.‘. 
An essential tool in our arguments will be the concept of a matrix subgroup of a 
right R-module M (compare [14, p. 10871). For the convenience of the reader we 
recall the definition: Given a column-finite R-matrix A =(aij)ia,,je~ and an index 
a E Z the ath projection [A, a]M of the solution set in M’ of the system of equations 
Cie,Xiag = 0, Jo J, is said to be a matrix subgroup of M. Explicitly, 
[A,a]M={m=m,, there is (rnJ~M’\l~l 
such that C miau=O forjEJ}. 
rel 
1. Algebraically compact group rings 
It is well known [8, Theorem 41 that, given a ring R and a group G, the group ring 
R[G] is right self-injective if and only if R has this property and G is finite (the 
stages in the discovery of this result are described in [7, p. 781). Our principal goal in 
this section is to establish the analogue for algebraic compactness; as a welcome 
byproduct we obtain a characterization of linearly compact group rings. Note that 
our result also includes the implication ‘R[G] is right self-injective = G is finite’ 
which is the hard part of the equivalence quoted above. Our argument, using a 
theorem of S. Woods, is new. 
Theorem 1. RIG] is right algebraically compact if and only ifR is right algebraically 
compact and G is finite. 
Since every right linearly compact ring is left algebraically compact, the following 
is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 2. R[G] is right linearly compact precisely if R has this property and G is 
finite. 
The crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1 is the observation that algebraically 
compact modules of ‘small’ cardinality are z-algebraically compact (compare [7, 
Part 1, Lemma 2.11; 6, Theorem 41). 
Proposition 3. Let MR be an algebraically compact module. Zf, in addition, any one 
of the following two conditions is satisfied, MR is even 2Salgebraically compact. 
(1) MR is denumerable. 
(2) For some division ring D, A4 is a D-R-bimodule of denumerable dimension 
over D (e.g. R is an algebra over a field D and dimDM is denumerable). 
The statements of the next proposition, though more technical, provide a stronger 
insight into the background of this connection of cardinality and z-algebraic 
compactness. They clearly contain the above result. 
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Proposition 4. If MR is algebraically compact, I an infinite well-ordered set and 
Wi)ie 1 a strictly decreasing family of matrix subgroups of M, then the following 
holds: 
(1) IA41 r 214 ((Xl denotes the cardinality of a set X). 
(2) If R is an algebra over a field D, then 
dime Mr dime D’= IDI 1’1. 
(3) If I= IN and if DMR is a D-R-bimodule over some division ring D, then 
dimn Mz dimn D”. 
Proof. We may clearly assume that I is a limit ordinal and that we have Mi = PiM 
for some decreasing family (Pi)ie I of matrix functors of Mod R. Pick mi E Mi \ M;, 1 
for each ie I. Furthermore, choose an extension g : M’-+M of the homomorphism 
Mc0+A4, (Xi)islw 1. ,,e/Xi; this is possible by the hypothesis on M. 
(1) The first assertion will be proved by showing that the map (0, I}‘-tM, 
(Si) -g((t?liSj)), is injective. For this purpose we check that g((mirJ)#O for 
Of(ri)~R* with riE{O, 1,-l}. Let a~1 be the smallest ordinal with r,fO. If m; 
equals zero for is CY and equals miri otherwise, we have g((miri)) = m,r,+ g((m;)). 
Since the tuple (mf)i=, lies in (Pa+, M)‘=P,+,(M’), its image belongs to P,+IM, 
whereas m,r, = _+m, does not. Therefore g((mirJ) # 0, as desired. 
(2) The same argument as in (1) yields the injectivity of the D-linear map D’-M, 
(di) +, g((dimi))- 
(3) Now suppose that the hypothesis of the third claim is satisfied. We can 
proceed as above if we know that the map 
D’dM/r) Mi, 
iE hi 
(di) * g((dimJ) + ifTh ML 
is D-linear. To see this, observe that for (di) E Dh“ and de D the difference 
g((ddimJ) - &((dimJ) = g((O, .-. 10, ddkmk, - - -) - &(((A . . . ,O, dkmk, . . .)) 
lies in g(Pk(MN)) C PkM=Mk for each k E [N (recall that each matrix subgroup of M 
is a left D-module), hence 
g((ddimJ) - @((dimi)) E xQh Mk. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For a finite group G, the group ring R[G] is a finitely 
generated free left R-module; hence algebraic compactness of RR is carried over to 
RIGIRLoI by [15, Proposition 3(l)]. 
Conversely suppose that R[G] is right a.c. We will repeatedly use the trivial fact 
that algebraic compactness of a module Ms is inherited by MR for any subring R of 
S. First, this yields that R[G]RzRr’ is a.c. We infer that RR is a.c. and, assuming 
that G is infinite, that RR is even Z-a.c. (see [14, Folg. 3.4)). The latter forces R to be 
semiprimary by [14, Folg. 6.41. Our next aim is to replace R by a division ring D, 
such that D[G] is again right a.c. Pick any primitive idempotent e of R, set R’= eRe, 
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J= Jacobsonradical of R), D = R’/J’ and note that 
R'[%.,IGI =(H~~R&R[GI, eR[GIh~~G] 
is a.c. because eRIGIRIGI is. Furthermore, the ideal JIG] of R’[G] is the left 
annihilator of the left socle of R’ and, in particular, it is a matrix subgroup of 
R’[G]R,LGl. Therefore the quotient R’[G]/J’[G] 3 D[G] is also right a.c. by [15, 
Theorem 61. Next we wish to apply Proposition 3. For this purpose we choose a 
countably infinite subgroup H of G and observe that D[H]QHI, being a direct 
summand of the a.c. module DIGloIH1, is a.c. as well. Now Proposition 3 shows 
that DIH]DLHl is even L’-a.c. and hence semiprimary, which was proved impossible 
by Woods [ 11, Theorem]. 
2. An example of a right artinian ring which is not right algebraically compact 
In [15, Example 171 Zimmermann-Huisgen and the author have shown that there 
are rings which are ~-algebraically compact on one side without being algebraically 
compact on the other. The example constructed in [15] is not artinian on either side, 
however. Thus the one announced in the title shows an even more conspicuous 
asymmetry: note that the descending chain condition on right ideals is stronger than 
left C-algebraic compactness. 
We obtain the desired ring as the trivial extension S of a ring R by a certain R-R- 
bimodule M, the former being in turn a trivial extension constructed on the model 
of [1, Example 3.01. Recall that the trivial extension S is defined to be the Cartesian 
product of R and M with componentwise addition and with multiplication 
(r, m)(r’, m’) = (v’, rm’+ mr’). Since R is a subring of S, (X-) algebraic compactness 
of Ss would be inherited by SR and hence by RR and MR. (The converse of this fails 
in general, see Section 3.) In our example we will use a non-algebraically compact 
module MR. 
Start with a right artinian ring T which admits a derivation ’ and an endo- 
morphism rsuch that r(T)‘=0 and T(“z T(‘+r) for i=O, 1,2, . . . , where T(O):= Tand 
7-“+ I) := T(‘)‘. Moreover, let N be the free right T-module on the basis x, y and 
define a left T-module structure on N by t(x. t, +y- t2) :=x. tt, +y+ (0, + ttz) for 
f, I~, c2 E T. Then the trivial extension R = TON of T by N is clearly right artinian. 
Next, set MR := (R/xR)~ and observe that, as a T-module, M is equal to the direct 
sum i - T@y. T, where i resp. JJ denotes the residue class of 1 resp. ymodxR. Thus, 
a left R-module structure on M can be defined by (t+m)(ifl+Jt2):=ir(t)tl+ 
Jr(t)t2. The condition r(T)‘= 0 guarantees that this makes Man R-R-bimodule. MR 
is not Z-a.c.: A straight-forward computation shows that, for 
A,=($ A2= [ j, A3= 
j 0 0‘ 
XYO 
OXY 
0 0 x 
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the corresponding sequence ([A ,,]M), E N of matrix subgroups of M is strictly 
descending (check that [.4,&V= i - T(“)@g. T). If we can arrange such that T is an 
algebra of countable dimension over a field D, then Proposition 3 will show that h4~ 
is not even a.c. and hence that the trivial extension S of R by M is not a.c. 
Clearly, S is right artinian. Thus it remains to specify an example of a ring T with 
all the properties we used in the above construction: Let D be a field of 
characteristic 0, T=D(Xi,ie N) the field of all rational functions in the indetermin- 
ates (Xi)ie h, ’ the partial derivative a/ax, and T: T-+ T, Xi -Xi+, . That r(T)‘= 0 is 
obvious, and 1 /Xi’ ’ E T”’ \ T”+ ‘) shows that the inclusion T(‘)> T(;+ I) * IS proper. 
3. More about trivial extensions 
The construction of trivial extensions of rings by bimodules is not only a rich 
source of counterexamples, but also furnishes an extremely manageable method of 
obtaining new (Z-) algebraically compact rings from given ones. Let S be the trivial 
extension of a ring R by a bimodule RMR. As we have already mentioned in Section 
2, a necessary condition for S to be right (Z) algebraically compact is right (Z-) 
algebraically compactness of R and M. This condition is not sufficient in general (as 
the following examples how), but in some important special cases it is. To exhibit 
such special cases is the purpose of this section. 
Example 5. We exhibit a commutative Z-algebraically compact ring R and an 
injective R-module M (considered as an R-R-bimodule in the obvious way) such 
that S = R x M is not algebraically compact. 
Let K be a field and K[X;,ic IN] the ring of polynomials in the (commuting) 
indeterminates (Xi)ie N. As is well known, the factor ring R =K[X,, ie N]/(X,, ie iN)2 
is Z-a.c. [15, Theorem 51, whereas it is not linearly compact. The latter means that 
there is a family (15~)~~~ of ideals of R admitting some downwards directed family 
(ri+ Li)i,, of cosets of R with empty intersection. But setting S = R x M, where M is 
the injective hull of R/J (J= Jacobsonradical of R), the family ((T;, 0) +ti xM)~~~ 
of cosets of S is again downwards directed and has empty intersection. Since M is an 
R-cogenerator, 
Li X bf= Anns(O X Ann,&LJ) 
is an annihilator, hence a matrix subgroup of S, and S is not a.c. by [14, Satz 2.11. 
Example 6. We show that Z-algebraic compactness of R and M is not sufficient for 
the trivial extension S = R x A4 to have the same property: For R we again choose the 
C-a.c. ring K[ Yi, in N]/( Y;, iE N)2. Denoting the coset Yk+ (Yi, iE N)2 by yk and 
starting with a K-vector space M on a basis 
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we define an R-module structure on M by putting 
Xjyk : = 
i& forjzk 
0 for jck 
and z,,yk :=o for all irj, ke h\J. 
The proof that M is Za.c. can be extracted verbatim from the argument given in 
[15, Example 171. On the other hand, S is not .Z-a.c., because the chain of 
annihilators 
AnndO, xl), . . . , (0,x,))= @ Kykxbf, nck’d, 
k>n 
is strictly descending. (In Proposition 3 we have learned that S is not even a.c., the 
dimension of S over K being denumerable.) 
The following proposition is clearly applicable to trivial extensions (special case 
1). Only the part concerning algebraic compactness is new. We include the 
analogous statement for X-algebraic compactness [lS, Proposition 31 in order to 
stress the symmetry. (In spite of this symmetry, an argument proving both cases 
simultaneously is not available.) 
Proposition 7. Suppose RAs is a bimodule which is finitely presented as an R- 
module. Then As is (Z) algebraically compact if RR is (C-) algebraically compact. 
Special cases: (1) Suppose R-S is a ring homomorphism such that S is finitely 
presented as a left R-module. Then S is right (Z-) algebraically compact if R is. A 
typical occurrence of this situation is any trivial extension of R by a bimodule RA4R 
with ,&4 finitely presented. 
(2) All finitely presented modules over a commutative (Z) algebraically compact 
ring are (X-) algebraically compact (hence so are their endomorphism rings by [1.5, 
Theorem 91.) In particular, each R-algebra, which is finitely presented as an R- 
module, is (Z) algebraically compact on either side (for consequences we refer to 
]lY). 
Proposition 7 will be proved together with the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. Given a bimodule RMR, let S be the trivial extension of R by M. 
(1) In either of the following cases algebraic compactness of Ss is equivalent to 
algebraic compactness of both RR and MR : 
(i) R is left noetherian. 
(ii) R is commutative, semilocal, classical (see [9]). 
(iii) R is Von Neumann regular and RM is a regular module (in the sense of 
Zelmanowitz [13]). 
(2) Suppose R is left artinian. Then S is right Z-algebraically compact if and only 
if MR is. 
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We now prepare for the proofs of Proposition 7 and Theorem 8. Denote the 
center of R by Z and by Q the direct product of the injective hulls of the simple Z- 
modules, i.e. Q is the standard injective cogenerator for the category of Z-modules. 
Given any bimodule RXT, the Q-dual Xc := Homz(X,Q) is naturally a T-R- 
bimodule. As is well known, RX++ is algebraically compact, and the evaluation 
map~:~X+~X++ (with c(x)(cp)=cp(x) forxEX, cp~X+)isapuremonomorphism 
[12, Satz 1.31. Consequently, RX is a.c. precisely if c splits. We need two more 
canonical maps, namely yx: R++ OR X-+X++ (defined by yxcfox)(yl) =f(~Oa), 
where P E Homz(R, X) denotes multiplication by x) and dx: RN QRX+Xh, defined 
by dx((r,)@x) = (mx). (m) E R h. XE X. Clearly, yx and 6X are R-T-linear and 
natural in X. 
Lemma 9. (1) Zf RX is finitely presented, then yx and 6x are isomorphisms. 
(2) In each of the following cases both yx and ax are pure monomorphisms of 
right T-modules: 
(i) R is left noetherian. 
(ii) R is Von Neumann regular, T= R, and X is regular as a left R-module. 
(3) If R is commutative, semilocal, classical, then yx is always a pure mono- 
morphism. 
Proof. (1) That ax is an isomorphism is well known [2, Chapter I, Section 2, 
Exercise 91. Moreover, by [2, Chapter I, Section 2, Exercise 141 y’: R--&X-+ 
HomR(X, R +)+, given by r’df@x)(h) = (fo h)(x), is a bijection. Since y equals y’, 
followed by the dual y”+ of the canonical isomorphism y”: X+ = Homz(X, Q)- 
HomR(X, R+), the analogous statement for yx is also true. 
(2)(i) Assume that R is left noetherian. In order to prove the injectivity of yx, let 
~=C~zlfJ;;@xi~R+f@RX lie in the kernel of yx. If x’is the R-submodule of X 
generated by xi, . . . , x,, and z’= Cy=ih@XiE R++@RX’, we have a commutative 
diagram 
R++&X yx , _y++ 
t t 
R++&X’yx XI++ 
where yx is bijective by (1) and the double dual I++ of the inclusion I: X’*X is 
injective. We infer that z’= 0 and hence z = 0. Since the above proof works for each 
left R-module X, the map yxOrr is also injective for any r Y. But, if rY is finitely 
presented, the latter can be factored in the form 
R++&X&YA X++@rY~Homr(Y,X+)+=(X@rY)++ 
(compare (1)). and we conclude that y,& 1 is again injective, which proves the 
purity of yx. 
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By [5, Theorem I], ~5~ is a monomorphism for each left R-module X, so dXis even 
pure by the argument above. 
(ii) R being Von Neumann regular, we need only show that yx and Sx are 
injective. But this can be done along the same line as above in view of the fact that 
each finitely generated submodule of a regular module is projective and hence 
finitely presented. 
(3) For a commutative, semilocal, classical ring R the cogenerator Q is linearly 
compact, which by [9, Lemma 3.51 implies that yx is a (pure) monomorphism for 
each left R-module X. 
Proof of Proposition 7. Let RAS be finitely presented as an R-module and R right 
a.c. Then RR is a direct summand of RR+ +, and, using Lemma 9(l), we see that 
AssR&As is a direct summand of R++&AszAi+, i.e. As is a,c. 
Lemma 10. Let RMR be a bimodule such that yM (resp. ~3~) is a pure mono- 
morphism of right R-modules. Then S = R x M is right algebraically compact (resp. 
C-algebraically compact) provided that RR and MR are. 
Proof. (1) First suppose that yM is a pure monomorphism and that RR, MR are a.c. 
We will prove Ss to be a.c. by constructing a left-inverse d: Sf + +Ss of the 
evaluation map c : Ss -SC + . Note that an S-linear map d is an R-linear map making 
the following diagram commutative 
S++@,M-f=+ SORM 
s++ 
d -s 
where a, (x’ are the structural maps (for a right S-module Y the structural map 
LY: Y@RM+ Y is defined by a(y@m) =y(O,m), compare [4, p. 18)). By hypothesis 
the evaluation map c, : RR+RR+ + has a left inverse d, : RR+ ‘*RR, and conse- 
quently, using purity of yM and the hypothesis on MR we obtain a homomorphism 
d2:MR++ -+MR such that d2 0 yM= d, @ 1. A straight-forward calculation shows that 
putting together d,, d2 to 
d:S+*aR++ xM++ I__* d’Xd2 RxM=S 
yields the desired retract of c. 
(2) Now we will show that the inclusion i : 3s -(N)+SF splits, provided that hM is a 
pure monomorphism and RR, MR are .E-a.c. By hypothesis the inclusion jt : Rr’- 
RR” has a left inverse k, , and consequently there exists a homomorphism k2 : MN 4 
MC’) such that kzo6 M= 1 Ok,. The R-homomorphism 
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can be shown to be even S-linear by checking that the diagram 
commutes, where Q, a’ again denote the corresponding structural maps. Further- 
more, the composition kj is equal to the identity of S@), and the proof is complete. 
Observe that Theorem 8 is an immediate consequence of the preceeding lemmas. 
We will apply the theorem in constructing a commutative trivial extension S = R x M 
which is algebraically compact (and, moreover, local semiprimary), but not Z- 
algebraically compact. 
Example 11. Start with any commutative local artinian ring which is not a principal 
ideal ring. By [lo, Theorem 31 there are R-modules which fail to be direct sums of 
indecomposable submodules, which, by [16, Corollary 21, implies the existence of 
an a.c. but not _I?-a.c. module MR. Now Theorem 8 shows that S = R x M is a.c., 
whereas S, contains MR as a direct summand and hence cannot be Y5a.c. A fortiori 
Ss is not Za.c. 
We will specify a possible choice for R and M: Let K be a field, R the K-algebra 
on the K-basis 1, a, b, with identity 1, and a2=b2=ab=ba=0. For each natural 
number n define M,, to be the R-module having K-basis xl, .,. ,xnryI, . . . ,ynTI such 
that axi=yi, bx;=yi+ t for 1 siln (see [3, Lemma 64.31.) The direct product 
M=rIneM M, of the artinian R-modules M,, is a.c. [14, Satz 2.51, but not Za.c., 
since for the sequence of R-matrices 
/I,=(;), A2= [; a] ,... 
the family of matrix subgroups ([A,JM),.. is strictly decreasing. 
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